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Abstract :  Intrusion means some outsider who is not part of the organization and who is trying to intrude i.e. trying to access 

something into our system by wrong intention. Therefore intrusion detection means  detection of harmful or malicious activity. It 

is a web based application which identifies and raise the notification if any harmful activity is observed. In this paper we have 

explained our propose system which is basically used for identifying internal intrusion in system which is connected in the 

network. We are going to use data mining techniques for catching  internal attackers and take action accordingly. 

Currently There lot of ways for protection the network attacks for example firewall but as per the observation the firewalls 

basically used for protect systems from the outside attackers or attacks.  So in this paper we are trying to focus on  different 

forensic techniques and data mining techniques for detection of insider attacks at System call  level. 

IndexTerms - Intrusion Detection Systems, data mining, network, vulnerable, malicious, authorization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The attackers and malicious users are focusing on weak machines such as unpatched systems, The computer systems which are 

infected insecure services which is running the network. The assurance of safety is expected computer systems. The Internet has 

made the information flow to the large extent. Also at the same time it has to face many attacks and threats. Thus the security alert 

is very important to control the attacks. A notification should be sent to the security team members or Administration about the 

various attacks which have occurred so that they can respond in real-time to the threat.  In this paper we have discussed various 

techniques for anomaly detection techniques. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1. Internal Intrusion Detection System (IIDS) by using Forensic Techniques and Data Mining 

Author: Yi-Ting Hsiao ,Fang-Yie Leu,  Kun-Lin Tsai, and Chao- Tung Yang 

 

Description: 

Currently, users and systems as well as applications mostly worldwide use user ids and password for authentication purpose. But 

its also a common practice to share passwords while working to get any task done. This is unethical also gives unauthorized user a 

chance to do any malicious activity under someone else account name and credentials. This paper aims at detecting intrusion 

attacks, keeping a trend and logs of same and alerting system and network if any activity is found. 

 

 

2. A Self-Protection in SCADA Systems - Model-based Approach 

Author: Qian Chen,Sherif Abdelwahed 

 

Description: 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are highly venerable and easy catch for cyber attacks.  Currently we 

are having many systems that detect attacks and monitor for suspicious activity. In this paper we present a self prevention system 

to detect attacks. This proposed system does not rely on any external source and does self prevention. This system is dynamic in 

nature. This approach has reduce d downtime as compared to current systems and has better efficiency and performance. We have 

developed this system using autonomic computing technology. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

This proposed system focus on improving and providing high efficiency for detection of intrusion. As we are going to use 

system calls technique for detection of the intrusion attacks, the expected outcome can be achieved using forensic techniques 

and data mining techniques. It will help to detect and provide information about a user. After that we are going to use System 

calls, which will detect the malicious activities or restricted activities which are happening in the network. This system uses 

forensic profiling techniques and data mining to mine system call patterns.  

 

 
 

 Admin Module: 

Admin will be holding rights to register the user and restrict the activities of user. 

 

 User Module: 

User will be able to login in system and getting the valid credential from admin after getting registered. 

 

 System Module: 

System will continuously watch the restricted activities and raise the alert hen activities are caught.. 

 

 System after malicious attack 

It will capture the screenshot of screen, capture the picture of user, and will capture the IP address of system from where 

the attack took place. 

 

 Sending mail and required details Module: 

 As soon as the malicious attack takes place .i.e. user tries to access the restricted activities. System will catch this 

behavior and send the all details to admin. 

 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

 

1. Corporate organizations.  

2. Educational Institutes. 

3. The cyber cafes. 

4. Government organizations where 24/7 surveillance is needed.  
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IV. ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

 

In this paper that we have proposed, an internal intrusion detection and preventions system. As prevention is better than cure, 

similarly we have focused on to build a system that prevents intrusion activities and attacks. This can be implemented from small 

scale to large corporate and non technical areas as well. Also we have trying to provided multiple scenarios and modules where 

we can keep a track and record of all the users and their activities. It will also help us generate trends which we can store in 

database and use it for future reference. It will also serve the purpose of maintaining logs which can be sent to higher and 

dedicated authorities for checking and preventing intrusion detections and harmful attacks or activities which do not have good 

intentions.   
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